Faculty of Architecture and Design
Architecture 3
Design 8

Faculty of Commerce and Administration
Accounting and Commercial Law 10
Economics and Finance 15
Government (including Health Services Research Centre) 19
Information Management 22
Management 26
Marketing and International Business 30

Faculty of Education
Education Faculty Office 34
Education Policy and Implementation 36
Educational Psychology and Pedagogy 42
Te Kura Māori 49

Faculty of Engineering
Engineering and Computer Science 51

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences
Art History, Classics and Religious Studies 61
English, Film, Theatre and Media Studies 68
History, Philosophy, Political Science and International Relations 72
Languages and Cultures 79
Linguistics and Applied Language Studies 83
Maori Studies (Te Kawa a Māui) 90
Music 91
Nursing, Midwifery and Health 94
Social and Cultural Studies 96
Va'aomanü Pasifika 100

Faculty of Law
Law 102

Faculty of Science
Biological Sciences 110
Chemical and Physical Sciences 123
Geography, Environment and Earth Sciences 132
Mathematics, Statistics and Operations Research 146
Psychology 149

Institutes and Centres
Centre for Academic Development 157
International Institute of Modern Letters 158
Stout Research Centre 163

ARCHITECTURE

Chapters

Articles


Other Academic Publications

Published Conference Papers


N


Exhibitions/Curatorial Exercises


Theses

PhD

Misri A, 'The effects of surrounding vegetation, building construction and human factors on the thermal performance of housing in a tropical environment'.

Pedersen Zari M T O, 'Ecosystem services analysis for the design of regenerative urban built environments'.

Shen S, 'The environmental impact of expositions: a study of some contributing factors'.

MArch

Acton-Adams R D, 'Ornament and connecting the user to architecture'.

Amour S, 'Body sense experience: an architecture of atmosphere and light'.

Anderson D O, 'Orthographic projection and the elaboration of the imaginary'.

Apthorp S M, 'The house of Marie Shannon'.

Arps J M, 'Rise, ruin and regeneration: an examination of the regeneration of post-war suburban state housing in New Zealand'.

Babonnick J A, 'Verdant home: growing elements of architecture'.

Baker J S, 'Reclamation and rebirth: an inventory-driven design opportunity for Christchurch'.

Bakshi S, 'Assimilation of the lost site: Establishing architectural identity on sites defined by conflicting grids and conflicting programmatic typologies'.

Barron D J, 'Wellington row housing: a case study in suburban integration'.

Betanzo D M, 'Preference planning and unsustainable desires: a hypothesis towards 'how' contextual and psychological factors influence travel attitudes through qualitative and quantitative measures'.

Blaza Forest Q, 'Beyond the intersecting plane: viewing the poetic through the critical, and the sections of Wes Anderson'.

Blue Z R, 'The place of consumption: architecture, the revitalisation of space through shopping mall design principles'.

Borre H B, 'At home with a view: exploring notions of landscape'.

Bowman P B, 'Ocean as place for urban life: building on water to combat urban congestion and climate change'.

Boyle R C, 'Floodplain inhabitation: a socio-spatial resilience network'.

Brookes T, 'Inside outside and the inbetween'.

Broard E A, 'Strengthening local centres: addressing local proximity, retail convenience and urban amenity within neighbourhood centres'.

Cameron B, 'Embodied architecture'.

Cook P A, 'Asylum of the sensate: revisiting a rehabilitative architecture'.

Cook T P, 'Tactics for forsaken territories: infrastructural catalysis within disturbed residual spaces'.

Courtney S E, 'The city is a stage: innovation beyond the theatre space'.

Craig D D, 'Glance vs gaze: an investigation into the visual performance of tourism to establish a way of looking through architecture that can cultivate a positive connection with the landscape'.

Erickstad S S, 'A subconscious ascent: exploring the architecture of the metaphoric staircase'.

Eshoo I, 'Creative spaces in suburban places: creative place making within the suburban context'.

Farrow A L, 'Inside the First Light house: interior design for New Zealand's entry into the U.S. Department of Energy's Solar Decathlon 2011'.

Fraser M C, 'Parametric architectural design solutions: some observed difficulties of application'.

Grieve C Z, 'Urban embroidery: the predicament regarding the incoherence of Wellington's landscape'.

Hall M, 'Earth and straw bale: an investigation of their performance and potential as building materials in New Zealand'.

Hammer S J, 'Transgressing the inside/outside boundary: towards performative design tactics engaging dialogues between architecture and publics'.

Hasik D, 'Accommodating strangers: an investigation into the architectures of hospitality and the domestic environment'.

Henden B W, 'Apitecture: an ecomimetic design in Wellington city'.

Holmes C M, 'The adaptable dwelling'.
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DESIGN

Edited Collections

Articles

Other Academic Publications

Published Conference Papers

Unpublished Conference Papers
Niemetz A B, 'Revolve Performance and Lecture', Somatics and Technology Conference (Chichester, June 2012).
Niemetz A B, Brown C, 'REVOLVE or the impossible task of performing sleep', International Symposium of Electronic Arts (Sydney, June 2012).
Petty M M, 'Cities of Light', Middle East Smart Lighting and Energy Summit (Municipality of Abu Dhabi City, 4-6 November 2012).

Sweet T S, 'Nurturing cultural identity In a globalized design education', National conference of the beginning design student (Pennsylvania, March 2012).

Exhibitions/Curatorial Exercises
Niemetz A B (Curator), Fabricating Futures (Wellington, School of Design, VUW, April - May, 2012), Mixed media with text, film, images, audio.
Niemetz A B (Curator), Pyramider - a Tesla coil demonstration with sonic performance (Wellington, VUW School of Design, August, 2012).
Rodriguez-Ramirez E R (Curator), A cross-cultural approach for eliciting surprise through industrial design (Monterrey, Universidad de Monterrey UDEM Exhibition Center, October-November, 2012).

Theses
PhD
MDes
Hakaraia D, ‘Te reo tātaki o te ringa : Māori narratives and contemporary technology’ 2012.
Edited Collections


Chapters


Articles
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11 Staff and Student Research 2012


Unpublished Conference Papers


Smith A M C, ‘International tax policy changes flowing from New Zealand’s latest DTAs: New perceptions of being a capital exporter?’, The 3rd Queensland Researchers’ Symposium: Tax Reform—the one certainty (Cairns, 29 June 2012).


Theses

PhD

Vandangoumbo D, ‘Accounting(s)ability: democratising the environmental impact assessment in Mongolian mining’. 2012.


ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

Books


Chapters


Articles


Lally M T, ‘Valuation of defined benefits pensions subject to personal tax’, New Zealand Finance Colloquium (Auckland, February 2012).


PhD


GOVERNMENT (INCLUDING HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH CENTRE)

Books


Edited Collections


Chapters


Articles


Theses
Activities


Other Academic Publications


Published Conference Papers


Unpublished Conference Papers


Theses

PhD


Other Academic Publications

Published Conference Papers

Unpublished Conference Papers

Theses
PhD

MCA

MTM
MARKETING AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

Chapters

Articles

Other Academic Publications

Published Conference Papers


Fam K S, Joza I, Szyma A, de Run E C, Ting H H Y, ‘Chinese Generation Xers’ Attitude toward Advertising: Evidence from Hong Kong and Shanghai Consumers’, The 5th International Barneo Business Conference (IBBC) 2012, Belmont Marco Polo Hotel, Tawau, Sabah, Malaysia, 19-21st December 2012, edited by Ms Sidah Idris; Dr Sarma Hj. Aralas; Assoc. Prof. Dr Raman Noardin; Dr Annazti Bahari; Mr Ahmad Mosfi Mahmood and Ms Wahidah Pedda (Malaysia, BBC 2012, 2012), pp. 79-86. CD.


Unpublished Conference Papers

Daellenbach K V A, ‘Understanding the decision making processes for arts sponsorship’, Social Marketing Advances in Research and Technology (Vancouver, Canada, April 2012).

Theses

PhD


Williams J L, ‘Children and young people’s developing concept of perceived value’. 2012.

MCA


Inthaboualy P, ‘How can national competitiveness of less developed countries be enhanced?’. 2012.


**Faculty of Education**

**Education Faculty Office**

- **Books**

- **Chapters**

- **Articles**

- **Published Conference Papers**

- **Unpublished Conference Papers**
EDUCATION POLICY AND IMPLEMENTATION

Books

Edited Collections


Chapters


Articles


Craig B, Stevens K J, 'Two frameworks for preparing teachers for the shift from local to global educational environments', Journal of Open, Flexible and Distance Learning, 16, 2 (2012), pp. 11-25.


Other Academic Publications


Published Conference Papers


Averill R M, Clark M J, 'Teach me well and listen to me': respect in senior high school mathematics classrooms', 12th International Congress on Mathematical Education (Seoul, Korea, 2012), pp. 6063-6070.


Unpublished Conference Papers


Averill R M, 'Maximising opportunities for learning mathematics', Connectedness in Mathematics Symposium (Lower Hutt, October 2012).


Sheehan M, ‘What does history have to offer young people in the 21st century?’, New Zealand History Teachers’ Association National Conference: Thinking Historically (Wellington, October 2012).


Stevens K J, ‘Two frameworks for preparing teachers for the shift from local to global educational environments’, Distance Education Association of New Zealand (April 2012).


Woodhams M C, ‘Negotiating the transition: parents’ experience of their eldest child’s transition to school’. 2012.


EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY AND PEDAGOGY

Chapters


Staff and Student Research 2012


Articles


Conference Unpublished Papers


Other Academic Publications


Theses

PhD


Spiller L T, ‘Teachers’ misunderstandings that affect the learning of their Pasifika students’. 2012.


Published Conference Papers


Conference Poster Presentations


Other Academic Publications


PhD


Conference Poster Presentations


Other Academic Publications


Unpublished Conference Papers


Deuling J K, ‘Voyaging in the Classics, through the Roman Empire, to the Renaissance and Romantics’, Romantic Voyagers - Voyaging Romantics (Wellingt0n, September 2012).


Masterson M J, ‘Teaching Ancient Sex/Gender in New Zealand’, Feminism and Classics VI Conference, Brock University, Canada (May 2012).


Exhibitions/ Curatorial Exercises


Theses

PhD


Peshin E D, ‘Constructing the identities of place : an exploration of Māori and archaeological heritage practices in Aotearoa New Zealand’. 2012.

MA


Park M E, ‘John Elder Moultray, (1865-1922), Historical Painter or Historical Journalist?’. 2012.


Zhou L, ‘Face off : contemporary Chinese portrait painting in Mainland China’.

**ENGLISH, FILM, THEATRE AND MEDIA STUDIES**

**Books**


**Edited Collections**


Ferrall C T, Togart Contemporary Art Award 2012 (Darwin, Togart, 2012).


**Chapters**


**Articles**


http://www.irss.uoguelph.ca/article/view/1732.


Theses

**PHD**

Herrera M L, 'Ragged fortunes and swashbuckling thrillers, or, Recreating the Victorian in young adult fiction'. 2012.

Leigh L B, 'The Dramaturgy of Female Gender in Early Modern English Theatre' 2012.

Voorendt S A, "Within and without": exploring the mind in the novels of George MacDonald'. 2012.

**MA**


Biggs P J, 'Coleridge’s imperfect circles'. 2012.

Burt K F, 'Touching the wild things: emotional and corporeal response in Where the wild things are'. 2012.

Cameron H M, 'The role of miruse in the practice of performance'. 2012.

Cooper T M, "Sometimes I live in the country, sometimes I live in town": discourses of authenticity, cultural capital, and the rural/urban dichotomy in alternative country music. 2012.


Books


Chapters


Bukh A, National Identity and Race in Post-Revolutionary Russia: Pil’niak’s Travelogues from Japan and China’, in Race and Racism in Modern East Asia: Western and Eastern Constructions, edited by Demel and Kowner (Leiden, Brill), Modern East Asia in Global Historical Perspective series, 2012), pp. 177-198.


Articles


Fraenkel J M, ‘Coups and Re-democratization Cycles in Fiji’, Workshop on ‘Re-democratization or Military Consolidation? The Divergent Trajectories of Post-Coup Societies in Southeast Asia and the Pacific’ (Canberra, March 2012).


Published Conference Papers


Invited Lecture in Named Series


Theses

PhD


MA

Bennett C J, ‘Now the war is over, we have something else to worry us’. New Zealand children’s responses to crises, 1914-1918’. 2012.


Chadwick M G, ‘Defence reform in Bosnia and Herzegovina : a case study into the role of ethnicity within the armed forces of Bosnia and Herzegovina’. 2012.


Horwood M A, ‘Health in the name of justice : does justice require a right to health?’. 2012.

Kerr J T R, ‘Non conformity to norms : why do states proliferate in opposition to well established and powerful non-proliferation norms?’. 2012.


McLachlan B T, ‘In search of a New Zealand populism : heresethetics, character and populist political leadership’. 2012.


MIR


Fitzsimons A M, ‘How can realism be utilised in an understanding of the United States/New Zealand relationship over nuclear policy?’. 2012.


Languages and Cultures

Books


Edited Collections


未发表论文


博士论文


语言学与应用语言学

书籍


章节


Boomsma, F., ‘Pictorial glosses: To what extent do they foster retention of new words?’, EUROSLA 22 (Poznan, September 2012).
Boomsma, F., ‘Textbook exercises on collocations: How (un)helpful are they?’, EUROSLA22 (Poznan, September 2012).
Coxhead A J, ‘Undergraduate second language writers’ decision-making and vocabulary use: There is a whole lot of competition going on’, Independent Learning Association Conference (Wellington, 31 August-2 September 2012).
Coxhead A J, ‘Bilkent University School of English Language EAP Conference Panel Discussion. EAP within the University Curriculum: Trends and Challenges, 8-9 June, Bilkent University’, EAP Conference (Ankara, Turkey, June 2012).
Holmes J, ‘Intercultural communication: learning to work with people from other cultures’, NZ Employment Court Judges’ Conference. (Rotorusa, April 2012).
Holmes J, ‘Researching Relational Talk at Work: Rewards for New Employees’, Language and Communication in the Workplace Conference (Solo, Indonesia, September 2012).
### MAORI STUDIES (TE KAWA A MĀUI)

#### Theses
- **Barone S M**, 'Seeking Narrative Coherence: Doctors' Elicitations and Patients' Narratives in Medical Encounters', 2012.
- **Cook M S W**, 'Study Abroad and its Effect on the Pragmatic Performance of English Requests by Hong Kong English Language Students', 2012.
- **Fu X**, 'Metonymy in Mind, Language, and Communication', 2012.
- **Matsushita T**, 'In what order should learners learn Japanese vocabulary? A corpus-based approach', 2012.
- **McKinley J G**, 'A Study of University Students in Japan: Learning and Application of Academic English Writing', 2012.
- **Tran Y T N**, 'EFL fluency development and its effect', 2012.

#### Articles
- **Matsushita T**, 'In what order should learners learn Japanese vocabulary? A corpus-based approach', 2012.
- **Cook M S W**, 'Study Abroad and its Effect on the Pragmatic Performance of English Requests by Hong Kong English Language Students', 2012.
- **McKinnon D C**, 'After the Great Divide, the Little Guilty: miscommunications about sound', in *Erewhon Calling: Experimental Sound in New Zealand*, edited by Bruce Russell (*Auckland, Audio Foundation/CMR*, 2012), pp. 120-128.
- **McKinnon D C**, 'After the Great Divide, the Little Guilty: miscommunications about sound', in *Erewhon Calling: Experimental Sound in New Zealand*, edited by Bruce Russell (*Auckland, Audio Foundation/CMR*, 2012), pp. 120-128.

#### Films/VIDEOS

#### MUSIC
- **Hall M**, '‘Seeking Narrative Coherence: Doctors’ Elicitations and Patients’ Narratives in Medical Encounters’', 2012.

#### Unpublished Conference Papers
- **Bauer W A**, 'A cloak of many different flaxes: variation in Māori in NZ', 12th International Conference on Austronesian Linguistics (*Bali, July 2012*).
- **Bauer W A**, 'Un-rule-y Syntax: the grammars of young speakers of Māori', 9th International Conference on Oceanic Linguistics (*February 2012*).

Unpublished Conference Papers


Performances


Ansell G R, Beilman D C, Gjelsten R P, Pohl H, (New Zealand String Quartet), Beethoven Opus 95 and Opus 59 No 3 (Brisbane, Crossbows Festival, May 12, 2012).


Psathas J, ‘The Harvest, with Adam Page (saxophone) and James Brown (guitar)’ (60 mins), (Auckland, Rattle Records, 2012). RAT-J-1012.

Theses

PhD

MA

MMA
Crawford M V, ‘Critical analysis of the compositional techniques and devices used in Troy Roberts’ album the Xenden suite’. 2012.

MMus
Hextall P A, ‘An examination of the chance elements in Witold Lutoslawski’s music, with particular attention to its function as a model for compositional practice’. 2012.

MMTh
Halligan L J, ‘How does my music therapy practice, in a transition school focused on supporting adolescents with mental health needs, relate to the key competencies of the New Zealand curriculum?’. 2012.

NURSING, MIDWIFERY AND HEALTH

Articles

Conference Poster Presentations


Theses

PhD

MA

MMA
Crawford M V, ‘Critical analysis of the compositional techniques and devices used in Troy Roberts’ album the Xenden suite’. 2012.

MMus
Hextall P A, ‘An examination of the chance elements in Witold Lutoslawski’s music, with particular attention to its function as a model for compositional practice’. 2012.

MMTh
Halligan L J, ‘How does my music therapy practice, in a transition school focused on supporting adolescents with mental health needs, relate to the key competencies of the New Zealand curriculum?’. 2012.

NURSING, MIDWIFERY AND HEALTH

Articles
Unpublished Conference Papers

Ete-Rasch E, Nelson K M, ‘I thought it was just a pimple’: A study examining the parents of Pacific children’s understanding and management of skin infections in the homes’, PhD NZ Conference (Wellington, September 2012).

Kendrick C W, Nelson K M, ‘Critical ingredients of success; Exercise for men exploring the preferences and experiences of men who have had a diagnosis of cancer’, iPOs 14th World Congress and CSOA’s 39th Annual Scientific Meeting (Brisbane, November 2012).


Reports


Theses

PhD


MA (Applied)


MNurs

Mackie D M, ‘Making ICU research happen: a qualitative descriptive study about the role of the research nurse in New Zealand Level III intensive care units’. 2012.

S O C I A L A N D C U L T U R A L S T U D I E S

Books


Chapters


Gilson L, 'From crisis to Epiphany: what firing a research assistant helped me appreciate about agency and Muslim women in Howrah, West Bengal, India', Sites, 9, 2 (2012), pp. 114-141.


Unpublished Conference Papers


Buchanan J, ‘The damage caused by drugs, or the damage caused by drug policy?’, Public Lecture Series (Liverpool, June 2012).

Buchanan J, ‘The Damage Caused by Drugs, or the Damage Caused by Drug Policy?’, Scarman Public Lecture Series (June 2012).


Grey S J, ‘When the government steers the market: implications for New Zealand’s tertiary education system’, NTEU’s Future of Higher Education Conference (Sydney, February 2012).


Reports


Theses

PhD


MA

Bahn S, ‘Responsible engaged : ideology and utopia along the backpacker trail’, 2012.


O’Byrne R J, ‘So we thought not to lose of background completely’ : agency and belonging among South Sudanese Acohol in New Zealand’, 2012.


VA’AMANŪ PASIFIKA

Chapters


Articles


Suaali-Sauni T, ‘A qualitative investigation into key cultural factors that support abstention or responsible drinking amongst some Pacific youth living in New Zealand’, Harm Reduction Journal, 9, 36, August (2012). http://www.harmreductionjournal.com/content/9/1/36.

Other Academic Publications


Unpublished Conference Papers


Henderson A K, ‘The One and We’; Imagining Samoan Hip Hop Futures, Oceanic Archives and Transnational American Studies Conference (Hong Kong, June, 2012).


Dramatic and Literary Texts


FACULTY OF LAW

LAW

Books


Looseleaf Treatises and Commentaries


Articles


Unpublished Conference Papers


Bennett M J, ‘It’s a plan: Does the idea of share activities explain the normativity of law?’, Social Ontology and Collective Intentionality Workshop (Melbourne, May 2012).


Frankel S R, ‘Certainty and discretion – regulators, specialists (regulators, tribunal), general (courts)’, NZ Law Foundation Regulatory Reform Project “Cross Cutting Theme” Workshop (Wellington, August 2012).


Frankel S R, ‘Plain Packaging and the Interpretation of the TRIPS Agreement’, 26th IPSANZ Annual Conference (Melbourne, September 2012).


Leahy M, ‘Does it work?’, Association of Law Teachers conference (Sydney, July 2012).


Sawyer C A, ‘Citizenship and Nationhood in the Common Law Countries’, Society of Legal Scholars Annual Conference (Bristol, September 2012).


Tinsley Y, ‘Juror credibility assessments: are judicial instructions and expert evidence useful?’, Assessing Witnesses (Auckland, February 2012).


Charles K E, 'Tree damage in Wellington as a result of foraging for sap and bark-dwelling invertebrates by the North Island Kaka (Nestor meridionalis septentrionalis)', Notornis, 59 (2012), pp. 171-180.


Other Academic Publications


Theses

PhD


Azar J, ‘Vocal communication within a forest bird community’ 2012.


Chan A H L, ‘Cellular targets and tumour suppressive mechanisms of peloruside A’ 2012.


Mearns H, ‘Understanding the generation and regulation of IL-4 producing T helper 2 cells’ 2012.


MSc


Cooling M D, ‘Variation in the persistence and effects of Argentine ants throughout their invaded range in New Zealand’ 2012.


Smith H M, ‘Characterisation of the mitochondrial genome and the phylogeographic structure of blue cod (Parapercis colias)’ 2012.


Armstrong N E, ‘Observational spatial memory in North Island robins (Petroica longipes)’ 2012.

Calley C R J, ‘Variation in the persistence and effects of Argentine ants throughout their invaded range in New Zealand’ 2012.


Smith H M, ‘Characterisation of the mitochondrial genome and the phylogeographic structure of blue cod (Parapercis colias)’ 2012.


CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Articles


Conference Poster Presentations


Unpublished Conference Papers


Ingham M R, ‘Microstructural models and the physical properties of first-year sea ice’, Fall Meeting, American Geophysical Union (San Francisco, December 3–7 2012).


Johnston-Hollitt M, ‘Galaxy cluster science with next generation radio telescopes’, Multimwavelength surveys a vintage decade, the Fifth Southern Cross Conference (Hunter Valley, Australia, 4–8 June 2012).


Reports


Theses

PhD


Kane-Barber J M E, ‘Chemical and biological aspects of secondary metabolites from Tongan marine sponges’. 2012.


MSc


Hickey M E H, ‘Control of the optical and physical characteristics of conjugated polyelectrolytes in the solution and solid phase’. 2012.


Staff and Student Research 2012

Books

Staff and Student Research 2012

132

133

GEOGRAPHY, ENVIRONMENT AND EARTH SCIENCES

Books


Articles


Edited Collections


Published Conference Papers


Conference Poster Presentations


Unpublished Conference Papers


Bertler N A N, Mayewski P A, Carter L, ‘Cold conditions in Antarctica during the Little Ice Age – implications for abrupt climate change mechanisms’, 34th International Geological Congress, Brisbane, Australia, 5-10 August (2012).


Reports


Exhibition/Curatorial Exercises


Theses

PhD


MA


MDevSt


Foster A F, ‘“Pulling the Tail of the Cat”: An Exploration of Palestinian Peacebuilders’ Conceptualisations of Men and Masculinities in the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict’. 2011.


MEnvSt


MSc


Fernandez D, ‘Do Winds Control the Confluence of Subtropical and Subantarctic Surface Waters East of New Zealand?’. 2012.


Staff and Student Research 2012

144


Sturgess M A, ‘Psychometric validation and demographic differences in two recently developed trait mindfulness measures’. 2012.


---

**Institutes and Centres**

**Centre for Academic Development**

**Chapters**


**Articles**


**Published Conference Papers**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**

Dexter B P, ‘Isn’t it your job?’: co-creation of assessments’ SEDA Spring Teaching Learning and Assessment Conference: The student journey’, SEDA (Chester, UK, May 2012).


**Reports**


**INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MODERN LETTERS**

**Books**


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**

Heath H L, *Do poems of science & technology use the authority of science for political agendas?*, Victoria University / PESA Symposium (Wellington, September 2012).


**Performances**

Adam P J, (Writer), *A local politician, a music reviewer and an author walk into a bar* (Wellington, Meow Cafe, 13 February, 2012).


Beckett B J, (Author), *Yarns in Barns* (Carterton, Carterton Events Centre, Holloway St, 1 June, 2012).


Fearnley J, (Writer), 2012 *Writers Read* (Wellington and Palmerston North, Massey University, 13 September and 14 September, 2012).
Manhire B, (Poet), Poetry, music, conversation (Wellington, Meow Cafe, 11 September, 2012).
Manhire B, (Poet), The Place of Poetry (Wellington waterfront, Te Wharewaka o Poneke, 30 August, 2012).
Manhire B, (Poet), These Rough Notes (Christchurch, UC Geo Dome, 21 September, 2012).
Manhire B, (Chair and poet), Writers on Thursdays (Wellington, The Museum of Wellington City & Sea, 21 June, 2012).
Manhire B, Dahlberg T R, (Poet), Some Other Country (Frankfurt, New Zealand Pavilion, 10 October, 2012).
Manhire B, Meehan N L, Griffin H, (Poet), These Rough Notes (Wellington, Soundings Theatre, Te Papa, 6 October – 7 October, 2012).
Price C, (Poet), Passages: Reading around the Transit (Wellington, Adam Art Gallery, Victoria University, 13 June, 2012).
Price C, (Poet), Pavilion session for Transit of Venus (Frankfurt, NZ Pavilion at Frankfurt Book Fair, 12 October, 2012).
Price C, (Poet), Pavilion session: Transit of Venus readings (Frankfurt, NZ Pavilion at Frankfurt Book Fair, 3 October, 2012).
Price C, (Poet), Poetry reading (Hamburg, Museum für Volkerkunde, Abteilung Ozeanien, Rothenbaumchaussee 64, 7 October, 2012).
Price C, (4 October), Poetry Reading (Berlin, Literaturwerkstatt, 2012).
Price C, (Poet), Presentation of the Transit of Venus translation workshop (Frankfurt, Arte Stand, Hall 3.1 Foyer West, 12 and 13 October, 2012).
Price C, (Poet), Publisher event – Presentation of the Transit of Venus translation workshop (Frankfurt, Arte stand, Hall 3.1 Foyer West, 13 October, 2012).
Wilkins D, (Writer), Pioneering New Zealand Writers leading the way into Europe (Wellington, Cafe Meow, April 24, 2012).

Performance Recordings

Manhire B, (Poet), Persuading the Baby to Float, Bill Manhire (Wellington, Keith Hill (Director/ Producer), 2012).

Performances

Duncum K P (Playwright), 'White Cloud' (September, Bats Theatre, Wellington, 2012).

Dramatic and Literary Texts

Arathimos M (Poet), 'The Lamentation;An Exclamation;The Journey', JAAM 30, 30 (2012), pp. 7–10.
Dahlberg T R (Author), 'An Englishman, an Irishman and a Welshman Walk into a P̄›', SPORT 40, March (2012), pp. 5-98.


Theses

PhD

Adam P J, ‘At the service of the unusual: ways to write the built environment’. 2012.


MA


Corcoran M D, ‘Hello my clients are crazy’. 2012.


James A S, ‘From Te Ana to the moon’. 2012.

Kan G T, ‘This paper boat on paper’. 2012.


STOUT RESEARCH CENTRE

Chapters


Articles


Other Academic Publications


Unpublished Conference Papers


